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ABSTRACT
Social Virtual Reality (VR) is growing for remote socialization and
collaboration. However, current social VR applications are not ac-
cessible to people with visual impairments (PVI) due to their focus
on visual experiences. We aim to facilitate social VR accessibility
by enhancing PVI’s peripheral awareness of surrounding avatar
dynamics. We designed VRBubble, an audio-based VR technique
that provides surrounding avatar information based on social dis-
tances. Based on Hall’s proxemic theory, VRBubble divides the
social space with three Bubbles—Intimate, Conversation, and Social
Bubble—generating spatial audio feedback to distinguish avatars
in different bubbles and provide suitable avatar information. We
provide three audio alternatives: earcons, verbal notifications, and
real-world sound effects. PVI can select and combine their preferred
feedback alternatives for different avatars, bubbles, and social con-
texts. We evaluated VRBubble and an audio beacon baseline with
12 PVI in a navigation and a conversation context. We found that
VRBubble significantly enhanced participants’ avatar awareness
during navigation and enabled avatar identification in both con-
texts. However, VRBubble was shown to be more distracting in
crowded environments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; Accessibil-
ity technologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social virtual reality (VR) refers to VR platforms that allow users to
socialize with each other in the form of avatars in a virtual space
[41]. More and more social VR platforms have been deployed to
the market, such as VRChat, Rec Room, and Altspace [22, 43, 78].
Compared to 2D video conferencing systems that cause “Zoom fa-
tigue” [47], social VR offers an immersive and engaging experience
that can enhance interpersonal interaction and boost productivity.
As a result, social VR has attracted increasing attention in recent
years. The VR market was valued at $7.81 billion as of 2020, and
is expected to grow 28.2% annually from 2021 to 2028 [54]. Meta,
formerly known as Facebook, also re-branded in 2021 alongside
their full commitment to producing a Metaverse, envisioning social
VR to be the next generation of Internet that connects everyone.

Unfortunately, similar to most mainstream VR applications, cur-
rent social VR mainly targets sighted users by providing various
visual avatar designs and supporting non-verbal social interac-
tions, which poses barriers to people with visual impairments (PVI).
With more than two billion people experiencing visual impair-
ments worldwide [53], it is vital to provide PVI equal access to the
emerging social VR as virtual collaboration and gathering increases,
especially during the COVID-19 pandemic [50].

Researchers have started tackling the VR accessibility problems
for PVI by enabling them to navigate and perceive VR scenes. Some
research leveraged or created additional devices (e.g., PHANToM,
game controller thumbsticks) to enable VR navigation by providing
haptic feedback and/or audio feedback [7, 24, 30, 46, 49, 68, 85]. Oth-
ers focused on software solutions, designing accessible interactions
based on existing VR setups, such as keyboard-based interactions
with spatial audio feedback for a virtual world [52, 59, 72, 74], and
more intuitive interactions based on off-the-shelf VR controllers
and headsets [86]. However, prior work mainly focused on basic VR
tasks such as navigation and object perception. It does not address
the unique barriers caused by the dynamic and multiplayer nature
of social VR.

Different from a static VR scene with only system-generated ob-
jects, social VR is more complex and challenging—human controlled
avatars constantly move in the environment and interact with other
avatars and objects. All the avatar dynamics are mainly presented
visually in social VR and not accessible to PVI. To our knowledge,
no existing techniques have focused on the avatar dynamics to
support accessible social VR experience for PVI.

We aim to fill this gap by enhancing PVI’s awareness of sur-
rounding avatars in social VR. Unlike prior work that required PVI
to actively explore and query information from the environment
[49, 85], we focus on peripheral awareness—the innate ability to un-
consciously “maintain and constantly update a sense of our social
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and physical context” [56]. People can usually maintain peripheral
awareness effortlessly without being distracted from their main
focus [6]. This ability is especially important in social and collabora-
tive environments since it provides more context for one’s activity.
For example, when navigating to a specific location, a sighted per-
son can easily notice who has passed by to decide whether to greet
that person or start a quick conversation; when in the middle of a
conversation, they can stay aware of who just joined the conversa-
tion or who is close enough to overhear the conversation.

We seek to facilitate the peripheral awareness of avatars for
PVI in social VR. Via an iterative design with six PVI, we designed
VRBubble, an audio-based VR technique that provides surrounding
avatar information based on social distances. Following Hall’s prox-
emic theory [18], we split the virtual space with three “bubbles”
centered on the user—the Intimate Bubble, Conversation Bubble,
and Social Bubble—to represent different social spaces that are suit-
able for different social interactions. VRBubble then provides three
spatial audio alternatives (i.e., earcons, real-world sound effects,
and verbal notifications) to convey the avatar information, such as
names, relationships with the PVI (friends or strangers), and their
interactions with the bubbles (entering or leaving). PVI can also
flexibly select and combine their preferred audio alternatives for
different bubbles and avatars to maintain awareness of the avatar
dynamics.

We evaluated VRBubble with 12 participants with visual impair-
ments in the context of a navigation task and a conversation task
in social VR, with an audio beacon attached to each avatar as the
baseline. Our study showed that VRBubble enhanced user avatar
awareness while navigating and was effective at providing users
with previously inaccessible identifying information about avatars.
We also found that PVI generally favor receiving verbal descrip-
tions while navigating, and more brief and intuitive sounds while
conversing.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Accessibility of Virtual Environments
2.1.1 Audio Techniques for VR accessibility. There has been exten-
sive work that assisted PVI in exploring virtual environments via
audio feedback. We summarize different types of audio techniques
in prior work below.

Audio beacons. Audio beacons have been used to convey object
positions [13, 35, 36, 79]. For example, Walker and Lindsay’s [79]
study utilized three different audio beacons in navigation guidance.
They observed the impacts on PVI’s navigation performance as
they changed various parameters, such as timbre and distance to
a waypoint to trigger the audio. Maidenbaum et al. [36] provided
a beeping sound based on the distance between the PVI’s avatar
and the virtual object in front of them to facilitate navigation in
a virtual space. As the avatar got closer to the object, the beeping
rose in frequency of beeps. Blind Swordsman [13] was a VR game
on mobile devices, where a blind user can hear the spatial audio
beacon from the enemies, physically turn to that direction, and tap
the touchscreen to swing his sword in the direction he is facing.

Object Sonification. Prior work has also used audio to identify
objects within the virtual space [3, 10, 19, 42, 55, 57, 63–65]. For
example, de Oliveira et al. [10] recreated a virtual stage and placed

instruments in the environment that generated spacial music. Par-
ticipants then listened to the music tracks to identify and locate
instruments on the stage. Heuten et al. [19] presented a sonification
interface to virtual maps for PVI. PVI can listen to the spatialized
earcons specific to various geographic objects and landmarks on
the map to construct a mental model of a geographical area. Au-
dioDoom [63, 64] was an acoustic virtual environment designed for
blind children. Virtual objects and events generated spatial sounds
to help users identify objects, navigate the space, and improve
cognitive skills.

Echolocation. Virtual echolocation has been emulated through
signals and audio reflections [2, 80, 83]. For example, Andrade et
al. [2] enabled PVI to use echolocation to navigate a desktop-based
virtual world, where the user’s avatar can produce mouth-click or
clap sounds by pressing a key on a keyboard and hear the sound
reflected in the environment. Waters and Abulula [80] presented
a sonar system based on the reflectivity of ultrasound used in the
echolocation of bats. The audio used was scaled within human
hearing ranges, so that PVI can utilize the audio to navigate a VR
environment. However, the echolocation method was only used by
a small amount of blind people.

User Queried Verbal Descriptions Some works allowed users
to select objects in the environment via a list or a grid and hear
additional descriptions about the selected object [37, 49, 74, 82]. For
instance, Terraformers [82] was a virtual world game designed to
be accessible to PVI. It provided a menu for nearby objects. A user
can thus navigate the menu and hear audio descriptions of selected
objects. Nair et al. [49] also compared similar menu systems with
their novel game controller-based navigation technique, allowing
PVI to look around a virtual world by scrubbing the thumbstick on a
game controller to different directions; the system then announced
what was in that direction via spatial verbal descriptions.

2.1.2 Haptic Solutions for VR accessibility. Prior work has also
enhanced the accessibility of virtual environments for PVI by gen-
erating haptic feedback or creating haptic controllers [25, 33, 66–
68, 75, 76, 81, 85]. For example, Jansson et al. [25] enabled PVI to use
the stylus on a Phantom Premium device to “touch” a virtual space
and receive force feedback to perceive different virtual surfaces and
objects. Tzovaras et al. [76] leveraged the CyberGrasp haptic gloves
to generate force feedback to a blind user’s fingers, providing the
illusion that they were navigating the virtual space with a cane.
In the same vein, Zhao et al. created Canetroller [85], a wearable
haptic VR controller that simulated white cane interaction for blind
people in virtual reality. When a user swept the controller and hit
a virtual object, a physical resistance and spatial audio sound effect
were generated to simulate the feedback of a white cane hitting a
real object. A follow-up work by Siu et al. [68] further improved
the design of the controller by providing three dimensional force
feedback. Recently, Wedoff et al. designed a virtual reality game,
called Virtual Showdown [81]. PVI played the game by hitting a
virtual ball into the opponent’ goal across a virtual table using a bat.
In this game, a Kinect was used to track the user’s movement. A
visually impaired user can then hold a Nintendo Switch controller
as the bat and receive both audio and vibration feedback to perceive
the relative position of the ball from his bat.
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Prior research on VR accessibility focuses on space navigation
and object perception. However, social VR introduces additional
complications with the dynamic and non-uniform avatars that
present social implications. No research has addressed the accessi-
bility of avatars in social VR. Our research aims to fill this gap by
facilitating PVI’s awareness of avatars in social VR via customizable
audio techniques.

2.2 Accessibility of the Real World
As with virtual environments, a myriad of prior work has designed
audio techniques to sonify real world environments, including using
audio beacons to mark waypoints [20, 84], informing users about
nearby objects and landmarks through verbal descriptions [15, 66],
generating auditory icons or earcons to identify points of interest
[39, 58], and providing echolocation or sonar systems to enable the
exploration of surrounding environments [21, 77]. Similar to audio
techniques for virtual worlds, these solutions also do not address
the dynamic complexity of avatars in a social VR context.

2.2.1 Technologies to Facilitate Real-World Social Activities. More
relevant research has been done to assist PVI in real-world social
activities by enhancing their awareness of the conversational part-
ners and their non-verbal behaviors. Various wearable or handheld
assistive technologies have been developed. These technologies
came in a variety of forms, including smartphone applications [87],
belts[5, 40], gloves [31, 32], headband [45, 60], glasses [1, 73], and
wearable cameras [12, 73]. Some research focused on haptic feed-
back. For example, Krishna et al. [32] created a haptic glove called
VibroGlove that allowed PVI to understand facial expressions of
a conversation partner. The glove consisted of several vibration
motors mounted on the back of each finger that was used to present
six different emotions (i.e., anger, disgust, happiness, fear, surprise,
and sadness) through vibration patterns. These patterns were de-
signed based around the shape of the mouth and eye area of each
facial expression. Another example was Tactile Ban, a wearable
headband prototyped by Qiu et al. [60], which used tactile feedback
to provide the feeling of other people’s gazes onto the PVI. The
band had two vibration patterns based on if a person glanced at the
PVI or if their gaze was fixated on them currently.

Some work focused on audio feedback. For example, Anam et
al. [1] used Google glasses to track faces and communicate social
signals (i.e., facial features, behavioral expressions, body postures,
and emotions) of surrounding people to the PVI verbally. Recently,
Morrison et al. [45] designed PeopleLens, a head-mounted device
that provided spatial identifying audio to assist blind children with
gaze direction and mental mapping of surrounding people. Bump
and woodblock sounds were used to guide the user’s gaze to center
on a face, while names would be read out for identified people in
the surroundings as the user’s gaze passed over them.

Prior work has focused on enhancing the primary social tasks,
conveying information about the conversational partners. Besides
the primary task, peripheral awareness (as a secondary task) is also
important in social activities to unconsciously sense the surrounding
dynamics and make ad hoc social decisions. However, this ability
remains understudied for PVI.

2.2.2 Assistive Peripheral Awareness Technologies. There has been
some prior work that facilitated peripheral awareness during col-
laborative tasks through visual [6, 61] or audio [9, 27, 29, 34] cues.
For example, Cadiz et al. [6] created the Sideshow interface to
support the user’s peripheral awareness of information on their
computer. The interface remained on the user’s primary display and
presented personalized information through visual notifications
and summaries, such as number of unread emails or number of
friends online. Sakashita et al. [61] enabled remote collaboration
involving physical artifacts through the use of video conferencing
and motion tracking. They placed video devices to represent each
collaborator and automatically oriented devices to emulate the gaze
direction of the collaborator. This supported the user’s peripheral
awareness of what part of the physical artifact a collaborator was
focusing on. However, these works focus on sighted people by
providing visual feedback.

Some work designed audio feedback to enhance PVI’s peripheral
awareness in a work collaboration scenarios [9, 27, 34]. For example,
Lee et al. [34] designed the CollabAlly browser extension, which
provided blind users with audio feedback to support the navigation
of content or comment changes. Earcons were utilized to convey
which part of the document was being edited and different voices
were used for text-to-speech to contextualize which collaborator
was editing. Jung [27] used ambient music to convey notifications
to individuals within a physical work space. Speakers were placed
throughout the space to enable spatial audio, then unique musical
notifications were played at an individual’s location when events
relevant to that individual occurred, such as the reception of an
email.

However, this work does not design for the unique challenges
posed by a social context. Compared to collaborative tasks which
involve a small number of collaborators and allow for asynchronous
interactions, a social context can involve a large number of moving
avatars, generating more peripheral information and distraction.
Thus, a different design is needed to adequately facilitate peripheral
awareness for the social context.

3 DESIGN OF VRBUBBLE
We designed VRBubble, an audio-based VR interaction technique
to enhance the peripheral awareness of avatars in social VR for
PVI. Our design followed the method of user-centered design [51].
We first formulated a set of general design considerations based
on prior literature to design an initial prototype. With a formative
study with six PVI, we further iterated and improved our design
[26]. We describe our design process and the final design below.

3.1 General Design Considerations
We formulated the following design considerations (C1-C3) based
on insights from prior literature [17, 87].

(C1) Leverage mainstream platforms. We focus on desktop VR,
where a user can see the virtual environment on the desktop screen,
hear the spatial audio feedback via earphones or speakers, and
interact with it via keyboard and mouse. While VR headsets are
emerging, most people don’t own a headset due to its cost [70],
let alone PVI who cannot benefit from the visual feedback from
the headset. Instead, desktop computers are more widely used and
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many social VR platforms (e.g., VRChat, AltSpace) support desktop
access. Moreover, following the VR office concept by Grubert et al.
[17], stationary VR in front of a desk that can be controlled by a
keyboard can support more comfortable and efficient interaction
for longer use and higher productivity in social and collaborative
context.

(C2) Convey proper information about avatar dynamics. Prior
research has explored PVI’s needs for information in real-world
social activities and indicated that the top two important informa-
tion include the identity of surrounding people and their relative
location [87]. We thus translate such needs to the virtual world and
provide the corresponding avatar information to support PVI in
the social VR context.

(C3) Avoid intrusiveness and distraction. Since peripheral aware-
ness is supposed to be effortless [6, 38], we seek to minimize the
distraction of our design as well as the user’s conscious effort. We
thus consider short but intuitive audio feedback at suitable tim-
ing to convey avatar information to PVI in an unobtrusive manner.
Moreover, instead of having users to actively query information, we
focus on proactive notifications to reduce their interaction effort.

3.2 VRBubble based on Hall’s Proxemic Theory
To convey surrounding avatars’ location information (C2) to PVI
without overwhelming them (C3), our design followed Hall’s prox-
emic theory [18] to divide the virtual environment into different
social spaces. Hall’s proxemic theory correlated physical distances
with social interactions that typically happen within that distance,
such as the distance for intimate interactions versus the distance
for friendly conversation. Three distances were defined: intimate
distance (1 foot) where people usually feel distress when this space
is encroached upon unwillingly, personal distance (4 feet) where
people interact with familiar people, and social distance (12 feet)
where conversation with less familiar acquaintances or group hap-
pens. The space outside of the social distance is considered to be
public space.

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of bubbles.

We defined three virtual bubbles centered on a user based on the
distance thresholds defined by Hall; the Intimate Bubble, Conver-
sation Bubble, and Social Bubbles (Figure 1). We describe the social
indication of each bubble:

Intimate Bubble defines the space within the intimate distance.
Avatars in this bubble signify that they are about to collide with
the user’s avatar. Since PVI cannot visually perceive whether they
are too close to others or whether other people are invading their

intimate space, it is important to alert them when avatars enter this
bubble (C2).

Conversation Bubble represents the space between the inti-
mate and personal distance. Avatars in this space are close enough
to start a conversation with. Moreover, the user may need to pay
attention to these avatars since they are close to overhear one’s
ongoing conversation. We thus generate audio feedback to notify
the user if any avatar enters or exits this space (C2).

Social Bubble defines the space outside of the personal distance,
but still within social distance. Avatars in this space are potential
conversational partners, but would not be in the immediate distance
to start the conversation. The user could then decide whether she is
interested in approaching this person for a conversation. Compared
to the Intimate and Conversation Bubble, we expect that avatar
information in the Social Bubble would be less important. We thus
design more subtle audio feedback to inform the user of the avatars
in this bubble (C3).

We do not consider avatars outside of the the social distance (i.e.,
public space in Hall’s theory) since they are much less relevant to
the users’ current social context (C3).

3.3 Audio Alternative Design via Iterations
Based on the three bubbles, we designed spatial audio feedback to
convey the surrounding avatars information, including the avatar
identity and motion dynamics between these bubbles (C2), thus
enabling PVI to build suitable social interactions upon sufficient
avatar awareness. We also sought to make our audio feedback as
least distracting and invasive as possible (C3). To achieve these goals,
we designed and iterated on different audio feedback alternatives
via a formative study.

3.3.1 Formative Study. Following the method of user-centered
design [51], we conducted a formative study [26] with six PVI (three
male, two female, and one who preferred not to say) whose ages
ranged from 22 to 58 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 44.167, 𝑆𝐷 = 13.348). All participants
were legally blind.

Initial Design. In the formative study, we presented our initial
design of VRBubble with the three bubbles described before. When
an avatar entered or exited a bubble, the user heard an earcon with a
verbal description of the avatar’s information. Earcons were utilized
as they are brief, abstract, and distinctive (C3) sounds that encodes
particular information [4]. We used different earcons to represents
an avatar’s moving dynamics between different bubbles. A two-

beat earcon with increasing tone (or decreasing tone ) was
used to represent an avatar entering (or leaving) the Social Bubble;
similar two-beat earcons with a different timbre were used for the
Conversation Bubble; and an “bumping” sound earcon was used to
indicate an avatar in the Intimate Bubble. All earcons were accom-
panied with a more informative verbal description (C2), reporting
the avatar’s name, relationship with the user (friend or stranger),
and the relative position (“nearby” for Conversation Bubble, “In
vicinity” for Social Bubble). For example, the user heard “Friend
Alice nearby (or no longer nearby)” if Alice’s avatar entered (or left)
the Conversation Bubble. All audio feedback were spatial audio
rendered from the avatar’s position. We prototyped VRBubble using
web-based VR (C1, details in Section 4.1.2).
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Method and Findings. The formative study was hosted virtu-
ally through zoom and took roughly 2 hours for each participant
to complete. Participants were given access to our VR environment
through a url. Participants were introduced to the initial VRBubble
design through a short tutorial. We then asked them to experience
VRBubble in two tasks: a navigation task, and a conversation task.
Both tasks were used to simulate common social contexts they
could encounter in VR. During the prototype experiencing process,
participants thought aloud, describing whether they like this fea-
ture or not and why. By the end, participants discussed how they
wanted to improve VRBubble in different social context.

We summarize our major findings from the formative study. (1)
While most participants found the earcon design useful, understand-
ing the abstract earcons could create a steep learning curve for PVI.
Some participants suggested more intuitive sound effects to present
avatar information. (2) Verbal description is clear and easy to un-
derstand, but it could be distracting especially in a conversation
context. Participants suggested shortening the verbal description
to reduce distraction. (3) Participants had different preferences for
audio feedback and valued various avatar information differently.
Our design should provide the flexibility for users to customize
their audio experience for different avatars and social contexts.

3.3.2 Three Audio Alternatives. Based on the findings in the
formative study, we designed three spatial audio feedback alterna-
tives: earcons, verbal notifications, and real-world sound effects.
Each alternative presented similar avatar information, including
avatar identity (name and/or relationship with the PVI) and motion
dynamics between bubbles (C2). We describe the design of three
audio alternatives for each bubble:

Figure 2: Three audio alternatives for different bubbles: (a)
earcons, (b) verbal notifications, (c) real-world sound effects.

Earcon. Given that earcon is abstract and has a high learning
curve, we used earcons to present simple information, such as dis-
tinguishing different bubbles and different avatars (friend avatar
vs. stranger avatar). Instead of completely different earcons, we de-
signed associated earcons with distinctions tominimize the learning
curve (C3). We used a two-beat earcon with the tone of the last beat

increased 1 (or decreased 2) to indicate an avatar entering
(or leaving) the Social Bubble. For the Conversation Bubble, since
1Friend entering Social Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-
8390-bb2e597d1475/f_soc_in.mp3?v=1639640993569
2Friend leaving Social Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-
8390-bb2e597d1475/f_soc_out.mp3?v=1639640998113

avatars in this bubble probably required more immediate attention,

we used four-beat earcons with the tone of last beat increased
3 or decreased 4 to represent an avatar entering or leaving
this bubble. To distinguish friend and stranger avatars, we adjusted
the pitch and speed of the earcons, so that higher pitched, faster
earcons indicated friends, while normal pitch and speed indicated
strangers 5 6 7 8. We used a game-like bump earcon 9 to signify
when an avatar was in the Intimate Bubble.

Verbal Notifications.We provided clear and short (C3) verbal
notifications to present avatar information. To reduce distraction,
we informed avatar identity by only reporting the name. We no
longer provided information on if the avatar was a friend or a
stranger since in the real world a person would be able to know
whether someone was a friend by name. We also used verbal no-
tification to convey the avatar’s general position based on their
interaction with the bubbles. Specifically, we used “in the area” 10
and “left the area” 11 to indicate when an avatar entered or left
the Social Bubble, and “nearby” 12 and “no longer nearby” 13 for
entering or leaving the Conversation Bubble. If an avatar, Alice, en-
tered the Conversation Bubble, a user would hear “Alice nearby.” To
signify that an avatar was in the Intimate Bubble, we used “collided
with” 14 followed by the avatar name.

Real-world Sound Effect. This design alternative focused on
providing realistic real-world sounds to intuitively support periph-
eral awareness and immersion, thus reducing the amount of effort
needed to comprehend the audio notification (C3). We used crowd
sound effects as the background sound, with different densities to
represent the total number of avatars in all three bubbles within the
social distance (12 feet). Two levels of crowd sound effects with in-
creasing volume and densities indicate two levels of stranger avatar
amount: 1-5 15 and more than 5 16 strangers. Two levels of cheer-
ing crowd sounds were also used to highlight friend avatars due
to their higher importance, indicating two levels of friend avatar

3Friend entering Conversation Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-
4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_convo_in.mp3?v=1643983723059
4Friend leaving Conversation Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-
4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_convo_out.mp3?v=1643983757550
5Stranger entering Social Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-
8390-bb2e597d1475/s_soc_in.mp3?v=1649899925021
6Stranger leaving Social Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-
8390-bb2e597d1475/s_soc_out.mp3?v=1639641013488
7Stranger entering Conversation Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-
58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_convo_in.mp3?v=1649900021917
8Stranger leaving Conversation Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-
58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_convo_out.mp3?v=1643983842245
9Intimate Bubble earcon: https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475%2F483602__raclure__game-bump.mp3?v=1636388046675
10Entering Social Bubble verbal: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475/area.mp3?v=1643807674537
11Leaving Social Bubble verbal: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475/noarea.mp3?v=1643807963569
12Entering Conversation Bubble verbal: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-
8390-bb2e597d1475/nearby.mp3?v=1643807938153
13Leaving Conversation Bubble verbal: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-
8390-bb2e597d1475/nonearby.mp3?v=1643807989565
14Intimate Bubble verbal: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475/collidedwith.mp3?v=1643983652403
15Low ambient stranger crowd: https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475/stranger_crowd_small.wav?v=1639761138064
16High ambient stranger crowd: https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475/stranger_crowd_medium.wav?v=1639761063563

https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_soc_in.mp3?v=1639640993569
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_soc_in.mp3?v=1639640993569
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_soc_out.mp3?v=1639640998113
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_soc_out.mp3?v=1639640998113
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_convo_in.mp3?v=1643983723059
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_convo_in.mp3?v=1643983723059
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_convo_out.mp3?v=1643983757550
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/f_convo_out.mp3?v=1643983757550
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_soc_in.mp3?v=1649899925021
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_soc_in.mp3?v=1649899925021
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_soc_out.mp3?v=1639641013488
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_soc_out.mp3?v=1639641013488
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_convo_in.mp3?v=1649900021917
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_convo_in.mp3?v=1649900021917
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_convo_out.mp3?v=1643983842245
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/s_convo_out.mp3?v=1643983842245
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%2F483602__raclure__game-bump.mp3?v=1636388046675
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%2F483602__raclure__game-bump.mp3?v=1636388046675
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/area.mp3?v=1643807674537
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/area.mp3?v=1643807674537
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/noarea.mp3?v=1643807963569
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/noarea.mp3?v=1643807963569
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/nearby.mp3?v=1643807938153
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/nearby.mp3?v=1643807938153
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/nonearby.mp3?v=1643807989565
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/nonearby.mp3?v=1643807989565
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/collidedwith.mp3?v=1643983652403
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/collidedwith.mp3?v=1643983652403
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/stranger_crowd_small.wav?v=1639761138064
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/stranger_crowd_small.wav?v=1639761138064
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/stranger_crowd_medium.wav?v=1639761063563
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/stranger_crowd_medium.wav?v=1639761063563
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amount: 1-5 17 and more than 5 18 friends. Moreover, we put more
emphasis on the avatars in the Conversation Bubble since the user
was more likely to converse with them. A spatial footstep sound
effect was regularly played for every avatar within the Conversa-
tion Bubble. We generated different footsteps sounds to distinguish
friend avatars from strangers, with the friend avatars presenting
a higher pitch heel sound 19 and the stranger avatars presenting
a boot stomp 20. We also generated a realistic bump sound 21 to
indicate an avatar entering the Intimate Bubble.

3.4 Customization
Customization was key to our design since different PVI have dif-
ferent audio preferences and prioritize different information and
goals. Instead of generating all audio feedback together (as we did
in the initial design), we allowed users to select and combine dif-
ferent audio alternatives for different bubbles, avatars (e.g., friend
vs. stranger), and social context to customize their experiences. For
example, a user could choose verbal notifications for friends but
earcons for strangers in the Social Bubble, and combine both au-
dio alternatives for both friends and strangers in the Conversation
Bubble. The user was also allowed to select none audio feedback
for a specific type of avatar or bubble (e.g., stranger avatars in the
Social Bubble).

4 EVALUATION
We evaluated VRBubble with 12 PVI in different social contexts. We
aimed to understand: (1) How effective is VRBubble in enhancing
PVI’s peripheral awareness of avatars in different social contexts?
(2) How distracting is VRBubble? (3) How do PVI customize their
audio experience for different avatars, bubbles, and social contexts?

4.1 Method
4.1.1 Participants. We recruited 12 participants with visual im-
pairments (7 male, 5 female) whose ages ranged from 20 to 68
(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 38.92, 𝑆𝐷 = 13.79, Table 1). No participants were in the
formative study. The participants were recruited through the Na-
tional Federation of the Blind. We used a survey to check the par-
ticipants’ eligibility. Participants were eligible for our study if they
were at least 18 years old, legally blind, and capable of independent
consent. We also asked about participants’ VR experience in the
survey. We prioritized participants who had experience with VR
or virtual environments. Among the 12 participants, nine had VR
experience, such as audio-based VR games, VR for vision therapy,
and VR environment exploration. However, no participants had
experience with social VR. Participants were compensated at the
rate of $20 per hour.

17Low ambient friend crowd: https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475/friend_crowd_small.wav?v=1639761145228
18High ambient friend crowd: https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-
bb2e597d1475/friend_crowd_medium.mp3?v=1639761151401
19Friend footstep: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/
fstep.mp3?v=1643754264523
20Stranger footstep: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/
sstep.mp3?v=1643754271035
21Collision: https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/mixkit-
quest-game-heavy-stomp-v-3049.wav?v=1644177861935

Table 1: Demographic information of 12 participants.

ID Age/Sex Prior VR Experience

P1 31/M Vision therapy
P2 57/M 3D virtual home design game
P3 37/M Audio-based VR games; VR studies
P4 68/M VR environments; VR studies
P5 44/F Simulated street navigation VR app
P6 34/F VR headset games
P7 49/F Oculus Quest accessibility testing; VR games
P8 25/F None
P9 33/F None
P10 46/M PVI accessible audio games
P11 23/M Navigational VR study
P12 20/M None

4.1.2 Apparatus. Webuilt a customVR environmentwith avatars
and implemented both VRBubble and a baseline feature in the VR
environment. To evaluate VRBubble in different contexts, we imple-
mented two VR scenarios, a navigation scenario and a conversation
scenario. We describe the design and implementation of our study
environment.

Baseline.We compared VRBubble’s performance to a baseline
feature. Our baseline was an audio beacon that consisted of a spatial
beeping sound, in intervals, attached to each avatar (except for the
participant avatar) in the environment. We chose this baseline since
audio beacon was an effective and common way of conveying the
presence of people and objects for PVI in the real world [11]. Some
current assistive technology for PVI (e.g., Microsoft Soundscape
[44]) also uses audio beacon to label target destinations for PVI.

VR environment and Two Scenarios. We built a custom VR
environment with two key VR scenarios: a navigation scenario and
a conversation scenario. In the navigation scenario, we generated a
VR space plan with eight similar navigation routes (Figure 3(a)). All
routes were approximately 60 ft with one turn (either turn left or
turn right). All routes were considered to be the same according to
Ishikawa et al.’s study design [23] since they had same length and
same number of turns. Avatars were rendered at along the routes
at various distances (Figure 3(a)).

In the conversation scenario, we rendered one avatar in front
of the user, conversing with the user. Other avatars were rendered
and moving around in the virtual space during the conversation
(Figure 3(b)).

Features for Basic Movements To enable participants to navi-
gate in the virtual environment and experience the avatar aware-
ness features, we added two fundamental features to allow PVI to
move and turn in a virtual environment: (1) Movement: PVI can
control the movement of their own avatar via arrow keys, for ex-
ample, up arrow to move forward and left arrow to move left. Each
key press would move the PVI a foot in the virtual space and play a
footstep sound to notify the PVI. This footstep sound 22 is centered
on the user’s avatar and differs from the footsteps used for VRBub-
ble by pitch. (2) Turning. A user can turn her avatar to the left (or
22User footstep: https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%
2F571698__rainial-co__cotton-thud-7.wav?v=1636411987805

https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/friend_crowd_small.wav?v=1639761145228
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/friend_crowd_small.wav?v=1639761145228
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/friend_crowd_medium.mp3?v=1639761151401
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/friend_crowd_medium.mp3?v=1639761151401
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/fstep.mp3?v=1643754264523
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/fstep.mp3?v=1643754264523
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/sstep.mp3?v=1643754271035
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/sstep.mp3?v=1643754271035
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/mixkit-quest-game-heavy-stomp-v-3049.wav?v=1644177861935
https://cdn.glitch.global/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475/mixkit-quest-game-heavy-stomp-v-3049.wav?v=1644177861935
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%2F571698__rainial-co__cotton-thud-7.wav?v=1636411987805
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%2F571698__rainial-co__cotton-thud-7.wav?v=1636411987805
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Figure 3: Two tasks: (a) navigation, (b) conversation.

right) by pressing the left (or right) arrow keys while holding the
shift key. A ticking sound 23 would play for each 90 degree turn,
providing a sense of how much the PVI had turned.

VREnvironment Implementation and Setup.We implemented
the VR environment and all the features with A-Frame [71], a web
framework that generates 3D spaces via HTML and Javascript. We
hosted our prototype on Glitch [16], a browser-based platform that
allows users to host and share applications as well as share the
source code, to enable a remote setup for the study. Participants
and researchers can go to the same web address to join the same VR
environment. Once connected, researchers can input unique com-
mand sequences via a keyboard to adjust the participant’s client,
such as adjusting the audio alternatives in VRBubble or moving
the participant’s avatar to a different VR scenario. Participants’
behavioral data (e.g., their positions at different times) was then
logged and output into the researchers’ browser console.

We asked participants to share their screen with audio via Zoom
to ensure the commands from the researchers were properly re-
flected on the participants’ end and to confirm that the audio feed-
back was properly generated at the participants’ end.

4.1.3 Procedure. Our study consisted of a single session that
lasted 2 hours for each participant. We conducted the study re-
motely via a Zoom video call. An initial interview was first con-
ducted to ask about participants’ prior experience with VR, espe-
cially social VR. Then we asked about their social experiences in
real life.

We then asked participants to experience our VR environment
with the awareness features. Participants were requested to use
their earphones for the study, since we generate spatial audio. We
sent a url to our VR environment through email before the study. If
any participant had difficulty accessing their email, we sent the link
again through the Zoom chat or read the link out-loud to them.

After the participant successfully joined the VR environment, we
evaluated participants’ experience and performance in two context:
(1) a navigation context and (2) a conversation context. In each
context, participants completed navigation or conversation tasks
with two awareness features—VRBubble and the baseline (i.e., audio
beacon). We counterbalanced the awareness feature and the context
across all participants. We elaborate the details of the remaining
study in three phases: tutorial, navigation, an conversation.

Tutorial: Introducing the Features. We conducted a tutorial
session to teach participants how to use our VR prototypes. We
first introduced the interactions for basic movements (arrows keys
to move and shift + left/right arrow key to turn, as explained in

23Turn audio: https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%
2F268108__nenadsimic__button-tick.wav?v=1636008594574

Section 4.1.2). We then rendered an empty VR space and encour-
aged participants to move around until they were familiar with the
controls and the audio feedback produced by the avatar movement.
We then introduced VRBubble and the baseline.

In the tutorial for VRBubble, we introduced each audio alterna-
tive one by one. For each alternative, we demonstrated the audio
feedback of both friend avatar and stranger avatar for each Bubble.
We then rendered avatars in the VR space and asked participants
to freely explore the environment with this audio alternative until
they felt fully familiar with it. During the exploration, participants
were asked to think aloud, talking about their experiences with this
audio design, including whether they like this design or not and
the reason. We counterbalanced the order of the audio alternatives
using Latin Square [48]. We used the similar method to introduce
the baseline.

Navigation. We evaluated the effectiveness of VRBubble in the
navigation context. Each participant conducted 15 trials of naviga-
tion tasks along the routes in Figure 3a in different conditions. We
randomly selected a route for each trial. To enable participants to
follow the route and arrive at the destination, we generated audio-
based verbal instructions. Participants heard “turn left (or right)”
when they needed to turn, and heard “arrived destination” when
they reached the end of the route. For each trial, the participant
was first moved to the start point of a route. When the research
announced “Start”, they would navigate by following the verbal
instruction until arriving at the destination. We asked participants
to complete each navigation task as quickly as possible.

Participants first conducted three trials of basic navigation tasks
without any avatars around. These trials helped participants get
familiar with the navigation tasks. We then asked participants to
customize their audio feedback in VRBubble based on the navi-
gation task. To guide participants through the customization, we
asked them to choose and combine audio feedback for the five
following situations: (1) when a friend enters or leaves the Social
Bubble; (2) when a stranger enters or leaves the Social Bubble; (3)
when a stranger enters or leaves the Conversation Bubble; (4) when
a friend enters or leaves the Conversation Bubble; (5) when an
avatar collides with the user in the Intimate Bubble. For each situa-
tion, participants could select any combination of audio feedback
ranging from multiple to none at all (Figure 7). During the cus-
tomization process, the researcher adjusted the audio alternatives
in real time for the participant to experience the selected feedback
and make immediate corrections. After customizing VRBubble, we
asked about the reason behind their choices and any suggestions
they have for customizing. Once the customization phase was com-
pleted, the researcher adjusted the audio feedback in VRBubble to
the participant’s preferred combination.

After the customization, participants continued to perform an-
other 12 trials of navigation tasks with avatars around. Participants
were asked to complete two tasks at the same time: a primary navi-
gation task (i.e., navigating to the destination following the verbal
instructions) and a secondary avatar awareness task (i.e., memo-
rizing how many avatars they’ve passed by and who they are). We
asked participants to reach the destination as quickly as possible,
but also try their best to perceive and memorize the surrounding
avatars. Before the navigation task, we informed the participants
ahead that we would asked them to report the avatar number and

https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%2F268108__nenadsimic__button-tick.wav?v=1636008594574
https://cdn.glitch.me/11db17e0-58dc-4f24-8390-bb2e597d1475%2F268108__nenadsimic__button-tick.wav?v=1636008594574
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names they remembered after each trial. However, if the task was
too difficult, we asked participants to prioritize the primary naviga-
tion task.

Participants completed above tasks in two awareness conditions:
using VRBubble with the customized audio alternatives, and using
the baseline. Each condition included six trials of navigation. To
further understand the effectiveness of VRBubble in situations with
different avatar complexity, we generated avatars in two amount
levels: Low Amount (1-5 avatars) and High Amount (6-10 avatars).
We decided whether a trial had low or high amount of avatars
randomly but ensured that participants experienced each avatar
amount level for three trials per awareness condition. For each
trial, we randomly generated avatars within the corresponding
avatar amount range, and the avatars were randomly distributed
along the navigation route. We guaranteed that all avatars were
within the social distance (12 feet) to the route, so that all avatars
were detectable by VRBubble. After each navigation trial, we asked
participants to report their perceived avatar information, including
the total avatar number, the number of friend avatars, the number
of stranger avatars, and the avatar names they heard. We timed
participants’ navigation time for all trials.

By the end, we asked about participants’ general experience with
VRBubble and the baseline. Participants rated the effectiveness,
distraction, and immersion of both features via 5-point likert scale
scores. Participants also discussed their feedback and suggestions
for improving VRBubble in the navigation context.

Conversation. The procedure of the conversation task was sim-
ilar to the navigation task. This phase of the study was conducted
in the conversation scenario (Figure 3b). Participants conducted
three trials of conversation task in different conditions. For each
trial, the participant faced an avatar who asked 10 yes/no questions.
Participants were asked to answer all questions as quickly and
accurately as possible. A researcher on the team acted as the con-
versation avatar to ask the questions. The next question was asked
immediately after the participant answered the prior question.

Participants first conducted one trial of “dry-run” task, answering
10 questions without any distraction to get familiar with the task.
We then asked them to customize the VRBubble feedback again for
the conversation context. Participants then continued to perform
two trials of conversation tasks with avatars around. One trial
used the customized VRBubble and the other used the baseline.
For each trial, participants conducted two tasks simultaneously:
a primary conversation task (i.e., answering 10 yes/no questions)
and a secondary awareness task (i.e., perceiving and memorizing
surrounding avatars). The primary task was prioritized if the task
was too difficult. After each trial, we asked participants to recall
the avatar information, including total avatar number, the number
of friends and strangers, and the avatar names.

To balance the avatar complexity in each trial, we pre-defined
two similar groups of avatar moving dynamics. Both groups had
eight avatars spawn in and move around the user over the duration
of 70 seconds during the conversation process. Each group had
four friend avatars and four stranger avatars. However, the order
of avatars and the timing they spawn in were different between
the two groups. We counterbalanced the avatar groups with the
awareness feature used across participants.

We pre-planned 30 yes/no questions. All questions were easy-to-
answer questions that asked about a specific fact about the partici-
pants to minimize the variances caused by participants’ literacy and
cognitive ability. Some example questions included “Have you ever
been to Italy?”, “Are you a coffee drinker?” We randomly pooled
10 questions for each trial and also made sure not to repeat any
questions across the study for each participant. We measured par-
ticipants’ response time for each question.

After all trials, we asked all 30 yes/no questions again without
any distractions and collected participants’ answers as the correct
answers. Participants then assessed the effectiveness, distraction,
and immersion of VRBubble and the baseline for the conversation
context via 5-point likert scale scores. Finally, participants talked
about their qualitative feedback and suggestions for VRBubble in
the conversation context.

We ended the study by discussing with the participants about
their general experiences with VRBubble compared to the baseline,
as well as their desired awareness technology for different contexts
in social VR in the future.

4.1.4 Analysis. We detail our analysis methods for both the quan-
titative and qualitative data in our study.

Navigation Performance We first analyzed the impact of VR-
Bubble on participants’ performance in the navigation task, includ-
ing navigation time and the error rate when recalling the number
of avatars they passed by. We had three within-subject factors:
Feature (two levels: VRBubble, Baseline) that defined the avatar
awareness feature participants used, AvatarAmount (Low: 1-5, High:
6-10) that specified the amount of avatars in the space, and Trial
(1-3) that defined each navigation task in a specific condition. We
had two measures: NavigationTime—the time taken in seconds by
the participant to reach the end of the navigation path, and Avatar-
ErrorRate—the ratio of the difference between the reported avatar
number and the actual number to the actual number of avatars.

We also added a between-subject factor,Order (VRBubble-Baseline,
Baseline-VRBubble) to our model for counterbalance validation.
The Shapiro-Wilk test showed that both NavigationTime (𝑊 =

.867, 𝑝 < .001) and AvatarErrorRate (𝑊 = .898, 𝑝 < .001) devi-
ated significantly from a normal distribution, so we used Aligned
Rank Transform for nonparametric factorial ANOVAs (ART) [28]
24 to model our data. We found no significant effect of Order
(𝐹1,10 = 2.296, 𝑝 = .161) on the navigation time and no signifi-
cant effect of the interaction between Order and other factors on
navigation time. Similarly, we also found no significant effects of
Order (𝐹1,10 = .0005, 𝑝 = .982) on avatar error rate and no signifi-
cant effect of the interaction between Order and other factors on
error rate.

Conversation Performance We then analyzed the impact of
VRBubble on participants’ performance in the conversation task,
including the response time per question, accuracy of answering
questions, and the error rate when recalling the number of passed-
by avatars during the conversation. We had two within-subject
factors: Feature (VRBubble, Baseline), and AvatarGroup (Group1,
Group2) that indicated which pre-defined set of avatar dynamics
was used during each conversation trial. We had three measures:
AvatarErrorRate, ResponseTime—the mean response time for the
24ART is a non-parametric approach to factorial ANOVA or linear mixed effect model
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participant to answer a question, and IncorrectAnswers—the number
of questions that participants answered inconsistently compared
to the standard answers or questions that needed to be repeated.

A between-subject factor, Order (VRBubble-Baseline, Baseline-
VRBubble), was added to valid our counterbalancing. The Shapiro-
Wilk test showed that ResponseTime (𝑊 = .886, 𝑝 = .011) and Incor-
rectAnswers (𝑊 = .654, 𝑝 < .001) were non-normally distributed ,
while AvatarErrorRate (𝑊 = .972, 𝑝 = .708) followed a normal distri-
bution. We thus used ART to model ResponseTime and IncorrectAn-
swers, and used ANOVA [14] for AvatarErrorRate. We found no sig-
nificant effect of Order on the response time (𝐹1,8 = .293, 𝑝 = .603)
or questions answered incorrectly (𝐹1,8 = .802, 𝑝 = .397) and no sig-
nificant effect of the interactions between Order and other factors
on response time or questions answered incorrectly. Similarly, we
found no significant effects of Order (𝐹1,8 = .702, 𝑝 = .426) or its
interactions on the error rate of recalling avatars.

Moreover, we found no significant effect of AvatarGroup or its
interactions on ResponseTime (𝐹1,8 = .026, 𝑝 = .876), IncorrectAn-
swers (𝐹1,8 = .82, 𝑝 = .392), and AvatarErrorRate (𝐹1,8 = .157, 𝑝 =

.097). These results confirmed that the two pre-defined sets of
avatars had similar complexity.

Post hoc Analysis. Based on the results of the ART and ANOVA
models, we conducted post hoc tests to further investigate the rela-
tionship between the different levels of significant factors. Specif-
ically, we used paired t-test for normally distributed data, and
used the pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank test for non-normally dis-
tributed data. We corrected the p-value threshold with Bonferroni
Correction.

Qualitative Analysis. We video recorded the whole study and
transcribed participants’ verbal feedback and responses to the in-
terview questions with an automatic transcription service, Otter.ai.
Researchers on the team also read through the transcripts and cor-
rected the auto transcription errors in the transcripts. We analyzed
the transcripts using the the qualitative analysis method described
by Saldaña [62]. Two researchers first independently coded the first
four participants’ transcripts. They then discussed and generated a
codebook upon agreement. One researcher then followed the code-
book and coded the rest of the data. When a new code emerged,
the two researchers discussed again and updated the codebook.
The codes were then organized and categorized into themes using
affinity diagram.

4.2 Results
We report the impact of VRBubble on participants’ performance in
different context, including both a navigation and a conversation
task. We also report participants’ experiences with different audio
alternatives and their preferences when customizing VRBubble for
different context.

4.2.1 VRBubble in Navigation. For the navigation task, we found
that VRBubble provided the user with more detailed and accurate
information about surrounding avatars, compared to the baseline.
However, we also noticed that VRBubble could be more distracting
than the baseline. We report the detailed results below.

Avatar Amount Estimation. We analyzed the effectiveness of
VRBubble on enhancing PVI’s awareness of the amount of avatars

nearby in a navigation context. An ART analysis showed a signifi-
cant effect of the awareness feature on participants’ error rate when
estimating the amount of avatars they passed by (𝐹1,110 = 33.54, 𝑝 <

.001). We then conducted a post hoc paired Wilcoxon signed-rank
test and found that participants had a significantly lower error
rate when using VRBubble than the baseline (𝑉 = 1566.5, 𝑝 <

.001, error rate with VRBubble:𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = .239, 𝑆𝐷 = .26, baseline:
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = .465, 𝑆𝐷 = .323). This result demonstrated that VRBubble
significantly improved PVI’s awareness of the surrounding avatar
amount.

We examined the error rate more closely for environments with
different avatar complexity (AvatarAmount): low amount of avatars
vs high amount of avatars. A post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test
showed that VRBubble significantly decreased participants’ error
rate of avatar number estimation regardless the avatar amount
was high (𝑉 = 585, 𝑝 < .001) or low (𝑉 = 259, 𝑝 = .01 < .025
with Bonferroni Correction). This indicated that the effectiveness
of VRBubble was consistent across environments with different
avatar complexity.

Participants’ qualitative feedback also explained the effective-
ness of VRBubble. Ten participants expressed positive sentiment
towards VRBubble, emphasizing its ability to provide distinguish-
able audio feedback for each avatar, with seven noting VRBubble
created a better sense of distance for avatars via the different bub-
bles. In contrast, participants found the audio beacon baseline hard
to use since all avatars shared the same beacon sound and it was
difficult to distinguish different avatars, especially when avatars
were close together. P6 “had a hard time differentiating if it was the
beacon for the additional avatar or the same avatar. I had a hard time
distinguishing how many people or avatars there were.”

Avatar Identification. Compared to the baseline, VRBubble
enabled participants to collect more detailed information about
surrounding avatars, including avatar names and the relationship
to the user.

When customizing VRBubble, nine participants selected verbal
notification that reported avatar names. With this feature, partici-
pants in general recalled the names of passed-by avatars accurately
with a mean accuracy of 0.715 (𝑆𝐷 = .305). Six participants ex-
pressly liked VRBubble’s capacity to provide information about
each individual avatar. For example, P3 emphasized the importance
of name identification in engaging in social interactions: “[The
name] would potentially determine whether or not I would want to go
and speak to them ... or even somebody I want to avoid ... I can see that
having been named there is a useful feature.” However, we noticed
that the avatar identification accuracy of some participants dropped
to below 0.5 in more crowded avatar environments. This was be-
cause the verbal notifications from different avatars would overlap
and become confusing when the avatar reached high amounts. As
P5 noted, “If it’s not too many people happening at once then I can
feel it out, but then when so many people are happening, then I can’t
really figure it out.”

Ten participants’ VRBubble customization supported friend iden-
tification (i.e., earcon or real-world sound effect for Conversation
Bubble). Most participants distinguished friends and strangers ac-
curately with a mean accuracy of 0.658 for friends (𝑆𝐷 = .367)
and 0.656 for strangers (𝑆𝐷 = .376). Ten participants agreed that
discerning between friends and strangers was important for them
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to decide what social actions to take. As P2 said, “I might want to
ask a stranger what time it is. But if I hear friendly footsteps coming
towards me, I want to know who’s approaching and I can strike up con-
versation.” However, P4 was an outlier who consistently reported
many more avatars than the actual friend and stranger numbers
in the space. This was because P4 used the abstract earcons for
the Conversation Bubble and found it difficult to discern the pitch
changes between friends and strangers.

The two participants (P5, P10) chose verbal notification for the
Conversation Bubble and thus could not distinguish friends and
strangers. They customized VRBubble based on their real-life ex-
periences, as in real-life they would recognize if someone was a
friend or stranger by name. We envisioned that users would be able
to distinguish friends and strangers via verbally reported names in
a real social VR setting after long-term use.

Impact onNavigationTime.We compared the effects of aware-
ness feature on participants’ navigation time. With an ART model,
we found a significant effect of awareness feature on navigation
time (𝐹1 = 36.708, 𝑝 < .001). A post hoc paired Wilcoxon signed-
rank test with correction showed that participants navigated sig-
nificantly slower when using VRBubble than using the beacon
baseline (𝑉 = 482, 𝑝 < .001, navigation time with VRBubble:
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 36.507, 𝑆𝐷 = 14.897, baseline:𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 31.293, 𝑆𝐷 = 11.033).
The result indicated that VRBubble distracted participants more
than the baseline in the navigation task.

We further investigated the effect of VRBubble under different
avatar complexity (low amount of avatars vs. high amount). We
found a significant effect of the interaction between Feature and
AvatarAmount on participants’ navigation time (𝐹1 = 13.676, 𝑝 <

.001). Using a post hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Bonferroni
Correction, we found that, there’s no significant difference in time
between VRBubble and baseline when the avatar number was low
(𝑉 = 209, 𝑝 = .052), but participants walked significantly slower
with VRBubble than the baseline when the avatar number was high
(𝑉 = 66, 𝑝 < .001). This indicated that VRBubble was only more
distracting when the environments became crowded.

The distraction of VRBubble could be caused by the more di-
verse audio feedback provided by VRBubble, where participants
spent longer time to associate the sounds with different events. Six
participants mentioned being distracted and slowed down since
they tried to remember the meaning of the different sounds.As P5
explained, “If I go too fast, I might miss it ... I have to pay attention
on top of all the other avatars leaving, coming in, and coming out.”

Another reason that may cause a slower navigation was par-
ticipants’ interest. Since VRBubble enabled participants to receive
more information about the surrounding avatars, it aroused partici-
pants’ interest to explore the environment during the navigation.
In our study, while we emphasized that navigation was the pri-
mary task, we still observed that some participants (e.g., P2, P5,
P12) stopped, looked around, and even moved their avatar left and
right to explore nearby avatars with VRBubble. In contrast, since
the baseline did not provide much information, participants mostly
focused on the navigation.

4.2.2 VRBubble in Conversation. Unlike in the navigation task,
VRBubble generally did not perform significantly different from

the baseline in the conversation context. We report the detailed
measures below.

Avatar Amount Estimation. We analyzed the effectiveness of
VRBubble on enhancing PVI’s awareness of avatar amount nearby
in a conversation context. An ANOVA analysis showed no signifi-
cant effect of the awareness feature on participants’ error rate when
estimating the amount of avatar they passed by (𝐹1,8 = 1.431, 𝑝 =

.266). Compared to the navigation task, we found that participants
made more errors when estimating the avatar number with VRBub-
ble in the conversation task (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = .305, 𝑆𝐷 = .191). The error
rates went especially high when there are more avatars around.
Interestingly, we noticed that the reported avatar number by par-
ticipants never exceeded five across all trials, even though there
were usually more avatars present. Specifically, eight participants
encountered more than five avatars in the conversation task, and
the highest avatar number was eight. This might indicate a limit in
howmuch audio feedback can be peripherally processed (or a upper
bound of avatar number that can be perceived) while focusing on
an audio-centered task such as conversation. As P4 noted, “Because
you had to answer the question, so you couldn’t put all your brain-
power into [the surrounding avatars]. I just don’t think the human
brain is segmented enough to handle both those tasks at the same
time.”

Avatar Identification. Similar to the navigation task, partici-
pants appreciated VRBubble’s ability to identify surrounding avatars
in real-time since it enabled them to dynamically adapt to the so-
cial environments. Ten participants indicated that knowing who
was in the immediate surroundings had an impact on their social
behaviours and what they would say during a conversation.

Seven participants customized VRBubble to allow for name iden-
tification. However, participants’ avatar recognition accuracy were
lower (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = .655, 𝑆𝐷 = .282) compared to the navigation task
(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = .715, 𝑆𝐷 = .305). Moreover, ten participants customized
VRBubble to distinguish friends from strangers. Similarly, they were
less accurate compared to those in the navigation task, both when
identifying friends (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = .567, 𝑆𝐷 = .323) and when identifying
strangers (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = .467, 𝑆𝐷 = .302). The lower accuracy could be
attributed to the more attention-demanding nature of the conver-
sation task, and the direct conflict between verbal notifications and
the conversation.

Impact on Conversation. We investigated the impact of VR-
Bubble on participants’ ability to answer questions in a conver-
sation. With an ART model, we found no significant effect of the
awareness feature on the number of questions answered incorrectly
(𝐹1,8 = .647, 𝑝 = .444). Most participants answered all questions
correctly with both features. Four participants (P2, P4, P5, P12)
presented incorrect answers while using VRBubble, and four par-
ticipants (P4, P7, P10, P11) did so with the baseline. P2 was the
only participant who answered two questions incorrectly, while
everyone else answered one question incorrectly.

Moreover, we compared the effects of VRBubble and the baseline
on participants’ response time to questions in the conversation.
With an ART model, we found no significant effect of Feature on
response time (𝐹1,8 = .206, 𝑝 = .662). These results showed that
VRBubble and baseline were generally at the same distraction level
in the conversation task.
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Figure 4: Likert scale score averages for each task: naviga-
tion Task (nav) and conversation task (conv).

4.2.3 Perceived Experience with VRBubble. We compared partici-
pants subjective experience with VRBubble and the baseline from
three dimensions, including effectiveness, distraction, and immer-
sion. Figure 4 shows the mean scores given by participants for each
dimension. Participants perceived VRBubble (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.917, 𝑆𝐷 =

.9) to be more effective than the baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 2.667, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.231)
at enhancing avatar awareness in the navigation task, while per-
ceiving VRBubble (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.167, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.403) to be slightly less
effective than the baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.25, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.485) for the conver-
sation task. These scores matched our expectations given that the
conversation task was more attention-demanding and participants
had less cognitive capacity to use VRBubble.

Participants perceived more immersion in the virtual space while
using VRBubble (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.333, 𝑆𝐷 = .888) than the baseline
(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 2.667, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.557) during the navigation task. They also
felt more immersed during the conversation task when using VR-
Bubble (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.583, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.443) than when using the baseline
(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.083, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.505). Six participants found the audio bea-
con baseline to be annoying or distracting, and thus diminishing
their immersive experience. In contrast, VRBubble provided a better
sense of presence by dividing the social space and associating the
avatar dynamics with social indications. As P3 mentioned, “The
bubble system was much more immersive, just because it gives you
a couple of clear lines between when you’re entering and leaving
someone’s space. The beacon is just super impersonal.”

Interestingly, participants perceived VRBubble (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 1.75, 𝑆𝐷 =

.754) to be less distracting than the baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 2.583, 𝑆𝐷 =

1.379) for the navigation task, despite taking significantly more time
to complete the task with VRBubble. This further confirmed that
the slower navigation could be caused by participant’s increased
interest in exploring the surrounding with VRBubble instead of
distraction. For the conversation task, participants perceived VR-
Bubble (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.167, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.467) to be slightly more distracting
than the baseline (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.083, 𝑆𝐷 = 1.443). Five participants
expressed that the amount of information from VRBubble caused
distractions during conversation, suggesting simpler or reduced
audio was preferred for audio-intensive tasks.

4.2.4 Experience with VRBubble and its Audio Alternatives. All par-
ticipants agreed that the Bubble concept based on social distances

was novel and effective, and expressed favor that VRBubble pro-
vided them with more information than the baseline did. Seven
participants liked that VRBubble separated the space and conveyed
a sense of distance to the user. P3 noted, “I like the three different
distances. If I walk into a social situation, I wish I had a bubble radar
just to know when people are in my immediate vicinity versus people
a little ways away. It is just nice to have a concept of relative [dis-
tance].” Participants also liked the sense of avatar presence and
movement that was conveyed by the feedback from the bubbles.
We then elaborate participants’ experiences with different audio
alternatives below.

Earcon. Four participants liked the brevity and non-intrusiveness
of the earcons. Unlike the continuous audio feedback in the baseline,
participants liked that the earcons discretely notified them every
time an avatar entered a bubble. For example, P8 had difficulty
with discerning spatial audio. She reported, “I like how concrete
[the earcon] is. I have a really hard time with spatial awareness. So,
without necessarily having to keep track of the space because there
are those different [earcons], it’s very helpful.” Three participants
noted that earcons for each avatar event could be easily noticed and
distinguished, which could be used to reduce audio overloading in
crowded environments. As P4 indicated, “To signify the person is
leaving, I’d want the [earcon] sound that shows the person’s going
out. Because then you don’t have too many verbal cues, you know, to
not listen too much.”

The main deterrent of earcons was the deep learning curve. Six
participants found it hard to recognize different earcon sounds. P4
pointed out that the meanings of earcons would have to become sec-
ond nature in order to be effective in a dynamic social environment:
“You don’t want to have to think about it, you want to immediately
react.” Five participants had issues with discerning the pitch differ-
ence between friend and stranger earcons. As P1 said, “there were
more and more unexpected [earcons] that threw me off and, being not
as familiar with the tones, second guessing if [the earcon] was higher
[pitched] or lower, entering or exiting.” P4 suggested that instead of
using different pitches, completely different earcons should be used
for different types of avatars.

Verbal Notification.Nine participants liked that the verbal noti-
fications were informative and easy to understand. They expressed
a desire for sufficient information about their surroundings to ad-
just their behaviors, especially in the context of conversation. P3
emphasized that distinguishing between friends and strangers can
help protect his privacy, “there may be something that you’re willing
to share with a friend, but not necessarily with a complete stranger.”

The drawback of verbal notifications was its verbosity, which
caused more audio overlapping between avatars. Nine participants
mentioned this problem in the study. Four participants also noted
that hearing a verbal notification immediately drew their attention,
which could be distracting in certain scenarios, such as conversation.
Due to these issues, three participants cared only about verbal
notifications for important people, such as friends, rather than
being verbally informed about every avatar.

Real-world Sound Effect. Six participants liked the footstep
and crowd noises since they were ambient and non-distracting.
The audio had no sudden alerts and was quiet enough to tune
out when focusing on the primary task. The crowd sounds were
also immersive and helped convey a general sense of the social
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environment, such as if the user was at an informal party or a
business meeting. For example, P4 preferred using real-world sound
effects in the conversation task for an immersive experience. As
he expressed, “I was not gearing [my customization] toward the
best [avatar recognition] results but [was] gearing it toward getting
a real feel for it.” P3 even suggested providing “different types of
ambient background noises that meet the theme of whatever rooms.”
Two participants (P3, P6) also felt that the two levels of ambient
crowd sound with different loudness was sufficient, and any further
levels may be too loud or unable to contribute any additional useful
information. Moreover, two participants (P1, P2) liked the spatial
footstep audio in the Conversation Bubble, which helped them
constantly track important avatars in the conversational distance.

However, six participants disliked the constant real-world sound
effects since it was hard to for them to distinguish each avatar
via the general crowd sounds. P6 thus suggested combining the
crowd sound with an overall description of the avatar number.
Two participants (P7, P10) had difficulty distinguishing friend and
stranger avatars via the different footstep sounds, especially with
other louder audio in the environment.

4.2.5 Customization of Audio Alternatives. All participants appre-
ciated the flexibility of customizing the audio feedback in VRBubble.
For example, P8 had an auditory processing disorder that caused
large quantities of sound to be difficult to process. As she men-
tioned, “[I like] the idea that you can customize how you’re going
to handle an event or have part of an event made accessible to you
via sound. It is not something most people think about and I really
appreciate it.”

Participants customized the audio alternatives for different so-
cial tasks, avatar roles, and bubbles (Figure 7). Figure 5 shows the
distribution of audio alternatives chosen for the navigation task,
and Figure 6 shows the distribution for the conversation task. While
no participants selected the exactly same combinations, we saw
some patterns across participants that we report below.

Figure 5: VRBubble customization for navigation task: Side-
by-side comparison between amount of times that each au-
dio alternative was selected for friends and strangers, at
each bubble. Intimate bubble is shared between friends and
strangers.

Navigation vs. Conversation Task. In general, we found that
verbal notification was most popular for the navigation task, while
earcons and real-world sound effects were more popular in the

Figure 6: VRBubble customization for the conversation task:
side-by-side comparison between amount of times audio al-
ternative is selected for friends and strangers, at each bubble.
Intimate bubble is shared between friends and strangers.

conversation task (except for Intimate Bubble), as shown between
Figure 5 and Figure 6. While seven participants used the same
combination for both navigation and conversation tasks, five par-
ticipants changed their customization. We found that participants
tended to simplify their audio combination in the conversation task,
and all changes happened in Social Bubble. The changes included
removing an audio alternative (P4, P11 removed verbal notification,
P5 removed real-world sound effect for strangers, and P7 removed
earcons for friends), and changing verbal notifications to more brief
earcons (P3 for strangers, P11 for friends). This pattern suggested
that users preferred shorter and non-verbal feedback during audio-
focused tasks like conversation, whereas more informative feedback
was preferred for exploration-based tasks like navigation.

Friends vs Strangers. Participants had divergent preferences
when distinguishing friends and strangers. Some participants (P2,
P5, P7, P8) chose more detailed information for friends and felt
that stranger information was less important especially in the So-
cial Bubble. P2 and P7 even did not want any audio feedback for
strangers in the Social Bubble. On the other hand, some participants
(P3, P11) wanted to knowmore about strangers: P3 selected earcons
for friends and more informative verbal notification for strangers in
the Social Bubble in the navigation task, while P11 added earcons
for the strangers to alert himself. They explained that in a real
use case, users were likely to already know enough information
about friends and would only need more detailed information about
strangers. As P3 described, “The verbal would be useful because that
might indicate to me it’s a stranger I don’t know. And this is their
name.”

Patterns across Bubbles.Most participants preferred the real-
world sound effects for the Intimate Bubble, while some participants
selected the abstract earcons. Participants mostly made the decision
based on which audio feedback they found more pleasant. Interest-
ing, P5 was the only participant who expressed interest in knowing
who they bumped into, thus choosing verbal notification. This may
suggest that in social VR, avatar collision was an event that PVI
wanted to avoid but not important enough for PVI to care about
the details.
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Figure 7: Chart of participants’ VRBubble customization in navigation and conversation tasks.

For the Social and Conversation Bubbles, we found that partici-
pants had different preferences for different bubbles without clear
patterns, and only P10 used verbal notification for both bubbles.

Audio Combinations. The most popular audio combination
was between verbal notifications and real-world sound effects,
which was adopted by four participants (P4, P5, and P9 used the
combination for the Social Bubble, P2 used it at the Conversation
Bubble). Two participants (P7, P11) also combined earcons with
verbal notifications. Participants used such combinations to add
immersion to the detailed information provided by verbal notifica-
tions. As P5 described, “Because that will add more reality to what
I’m doing, instead of just a boring computer thing.” Only P12 used a
combination of earcons and real-world footsteps. As he explained,
“The abstract [earcon] is my favorite and that’s why I chose most of the
options here. But I thought it would be helpful to have the footsteps
as well just so it’s a little bit different [from just the earcon].”

5 DISCUSSION
With VRBubble, we contributed the first VR technique that lever-
aged the social distances (i.e., Bubbles) in Hall’s proxemic theory
[18] to enhance PVI’s peripheral awareness of avatars in a complex
and dynamic social VR context. VRBubble enabled user customiza-
tion by providing three spatial audio alternatives—earcons, verbal
notifications, and real-world sound effects—and allowing users to
select and combine their preferred audio feedback for different
bubbles, avatars, and social contexts.

Our evaluation with 12 PVI demonstrated the effectiveness of
VRBubble: It significantly enhanced participants’ awareness of the
amount of avatars they passed by in a navigation task and enabled
participants to identify most avatars, including their names and
relationship to the users in both navigation and conversation tasks.
However, we found that VRBubble could be distracting especially in
crowded environments with high amount of avatars. Our research
was the first step towards the general accessibility of the dynamic
social VR. Based on our exploration, we discuss the takeaways,
design implications, technology generalizability, and the lessons
we learnt from our remote study.

5.1 Audio Preferences for Peripheral
Awareness

Besides seeing VRBubble as a whole VR technique, our research
also explored PVI’s experiences and preferences of perceiving pe-
ripheral information via different audio modalities. Unlike prior
work that studied the use of different audio feedback in various
primary tasks (e.g., [1, 45, 87]), we focused on using audio to convey
peripheral dynamics and investigated the feasibility of different au-
dio modalities in two representative social contexts: navigation and
conversation. Our study showed that compared to a fixed design
(e.g., nonadjustable audio beacons), flexible audio customization
allows users to effectively control distraction from a given primary
task. In our study, five participants changed their audio selection
after experiencing a different social task (Table 1), highlighting the
need for customization depending on the social context.

Our research identified PVI’s customization patterns. First, par-
ticipants’ audio preferences were driven by the cognitive load of
the primary task. They preferred more detailed and descriptive au-
dio modality (e.g., verbal notification) in less-attention-demanding
tasks, but could only handle brief and distinct audio feedback (e.g.,
earcons, sound effects) in more attention-demanding and audio-
focused tasks. Second, the importance of peripheral information
was another factor that influenced PVI’s audio selection. Specifi-
cally, the more detailed verbal descriptions or multiple audio alter-
native combinations were selected for more important avatars.

Our results also suggested (but need further investigation) that
people may have a upper limit of capacity to perceive peripheral
information in attention-demanding tasks (e.g., perceiving five
avatars at most in a conversation task), so that they had to give
up on less important peripheral information, such as information
on strangers in the Social Bubble. While our research focused on
the social VR context, the preferences of audio modalities by PVI
to receive peripheral information could be applied to broader use
cases, such as situational awareness systems for drivers.
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5.2 Design Implications
Based on participants’ experiences with VRBubble, we distill design
implications to inspire more accessible and immersive social VR
experience for PVI.

Context-Adaptive Feedback. Our study indicated that partici-
pants preferred different audio modalities for different social con-
texts. However, social activity is a highly dynamic process where
users’ context and primary task can change quickly. For example, a
user could be navigating, but stop to chat with a passing friend in
the next moment. Thus, it could be difficult for PVI to manually ad-
just their audio combinations every time to match the fast-changing
social contexts. Some participants suggested pre-defining multiple
sets of audio combinations for different contexts and designing easy
ways to toggle between them. As P9 suggested, “[You can have] a
walking around mode, and a talking conversation mode. If you exit a
conversation and you’re walking around, switch back to names.” To
reduce the effort of active user control, researchers could consider
context-adaptive feedback mechanism, which recognizes users’ so-
cial context with AI technology and automatically switches to users’
preferred feedback based on the current context.

Balance Automatic and Manually-queried Feedback. VR-
Bubble focused on conveying peripheral information, thus pro-
viding proactive feedback that was automatically triggered by en-
vironmental changes to reduce users’ interaction efforts. However,
in our study, several participants indicated the desire for actively
querying avatar information since they may have missed some
prior information or need more detailed information about partic-
ular avatars of interest. We acknowledge that both types of feed-
back have their values. For example, our study showed that while
proactive feedback were suitable for important and urgent infor-
mation, too much feedback can distract and overwhelm the users.
Meanwhile, manually-queried feedback can be a complement to
provide detailed information on demand and reduce feedback over-
load. It is thus important to consider how to balance proactive and
manually-queried feedback to optimize users’ experience in so-
cial VR, especially in crowded virtual environments or cognitively
heavy tasks. For example, proactive notifications can be used for
important and nearby avatars, and manually-queried feedback can
serve to provide additional information based on users’ interest.
Additionally, users should also have the option to manually repeat
any information provided by proactive feedback.

Enable Third-Party Audio Design. While providing different
audio alternatives, VRBubble provided only pre-defined audio ef-
fects, especially for earcons and real-world sound effects. Interest-
ingly, our study indicated that participants had distinct hearing
abilities, audio preferences, and audio aesthetic. For example, some
participants (P2, P8) found the real-world footstep more pleasant
to hear, while some (P4, P9) preferred the more abstract earcons.
Even for the same audio modality, participants had different pref-
erences. Some (P3, P6, P11, P12) liked the current earcon design,
while some (P1, P4, P5, P9, P10) found them difficult to distinguish.
To better fulfill the users’ needs, one solution could be allowing
users to design and upload their own audio source to represent
particular avatars. However, designing and generating audio source
could be technically challenging, especially for people with visual
impairments. It is thus important to consider the trade-off between

the users’ effort and satisfaction. Online communities for avatar
sonification could also be encouraged to provide PVI a place to
search and find their preferred audio source, similar to Thingiverse
[69] which serves as an online community that provides 3D model
resources for makers.

5.3 Generalizability
We discuss the generalizability of our technique from both the plat-
form and the users’ perspectives. While implemented and evaluated
on a desktop-based VR platform, VRBubble can be easily transferred
to HMD-based VR as it focuses on proactive audio design that is
not device or platform specific. It can be adapted to other hardware
through combination with suitable input techniques (e.g., input via
controllers or body/head movements).

Beyond PVI, VRBubble could also be applied for sighted users in
social VR. Various real-world presence cues, such as breathing or
wind movement are not conveyed through visual information. Thus
providing sighted users with additional peripheral information via
audio feedback could enhance immersion in social VR, as well as
ensuring users’ privacy (i.e., being aware of potential out of sight
eavesdroppers).

5.4 Evaluation via a Remote Study
We conducted our study remotely due to the restriction of the pan-
demic. We summarize our experience and the lessons we learnt
from the remote study. First, we found it difficult for participants to
setup all the software and hardware required by our study indepen-
dently. To guide participants through the whole setup process, we
connected with the participants 30 minutes ahead of the study via
Zoom, sent them the url to our VR environment, and asked them to
share screen with us during the setup process. Participants gener-
ally appreciated our assistance via Zoom and felt the use of Zoom
sharing function was effective for the remote study. As P7 noted,
“You’ve just proven a feature not in virtual reality right now—feature
sharing. You just showed how important that is for someone with a
disability because accessibility [functionality] doesn’t always work.”

Second, it is hard to guarantee the consistency of participants’
experience in a remote study, depending on each individual’s de-
vices and environments. For example, they may receive different
audio quality due to the different headphones, and some of them
may experience feedback delay due to unstable Internet access. For
this study, we tried to ensure a certain level of consistency by check-
ing that participants had the pre-requisite equipment, including a
keyboard, a pair of headphones that supports spatial audio, and a
Microsoft Edge browser installed to access our VR environment.
Participants shared their screen and audio via Zoom, so that we can
check whether our feature was functioning properly in real time.
However, the audio share feature in Zoom did not support spatial
audio, which made it impossible to fully confirm users’ experience.
In the future, how to setup a remote study platform and enable
researchers to easily control and confirm users’ experience is a vital
research direction to explore.

5.5 Limitations and Future Work
Our research has limitations. Since our study focused on the design
and evaluation of the audio feedback (i.e., the output) in VRBubble,
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we used a Wizard-of-Oz [8] setup to enable participants to cus-
tomize the audio alternatives. Thus, how to enable PVI to efficiently
and easily control and customize VRBubble’s audio modalities (i.e.,
the input) still mains unaddressed. A future work of interest would
be to explore effective input modalities to support fast interaction
for PVI in social VR.

Additionally, our current evaluation used mock-up social VR
environments with system-generated avatars, which may not fully
reflect the avatar dynamics in the real social VR environments. For
example, avatars in social VR may be conversing rather than stand-
ing silently, so that they might be located or identified by their voice.
This can potentially change users’ experience with VRBubble. Fu-
ture research should evaluate VRBubble in more realistic social VR
scenarios and adapt the design to different situations; for example,
a context-aware technique that adjusts the audio feedback based
on avatars’ voice activity (e.g., muting or reducing the volume of
audio notifications for a speaking avatar).

6 CONCLUSION
We presented VRBubble, a social VR technique to augment pe-
ripheral awareness by utilizing Hall’s proxemic theory. VRBubble
provided three audio alternatives—earcons, verbal notification, and
real-world sound effects—for PVI to select and combine to maintain
aware of different avatars at different social distances. We compared
VRBubble to a standard audio beacon baseline via a user study with
12 participants with visual impairments. We assessed the effect
of VRBubble on participants’ ability to identify avatars as well as
its distraction in different primary social tasks. Participants found
VRBubble effective at providing previously inaccessible avatar in-
formation, and expressed the need for customizing audio feedback
in different social VR contexts. Our study contributed a novel acces-
sibility technique to inform the social VR dynamics and provided
implications for the future design of accessible VR for people with
visual impairments.
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